Abstract
1 . In differential geometry the usual system of invariants of a curve c in Rn consists of the curvature functions ( [2, p. 94] ). Their definition involves the assumption that the derivatives c', . . . , c (n-1) are linearly independent . This excludes curves (in R3) like straight lines or (t + t2, t3 , t4). In the following we will show how to overcome these difficulties in the context of analytic curves. This statement is false for C°°-curves as an example in section 5 shows; and this explains why we restrict our attention to analytic curves which include the vast majority of natural, regular curves.
The linear dependence can be determined using Gram--determinants, and these determinants (suitably normalized) turn out to furnish a complete set of invariants for every analytic curve (Theorem 1 and Theorem 2). In the case of linearly independent derivatives 7', . . . , c (n-1) they are related In order to show that they in fact constitute a complete system of invariants we first exhibit some of their properties . for j < n where D (1, . . .,j) is the determinant of some (j,j) -submatrix of We want to find the first derivative of G; which does not vanish. Thus we first discuss the derivatives of D (1, . . . , j) for fixed v and j . Differentiation of a determinant leads to a sum of determinants each of which is obtained by differentiating one column . Since determinants with two equal columns vanish identically D(P)(1, . . .,j) is a sum of terms D(i1, . . .,ij) with 1 _< i 1 < . . . < ij and p = Ek-1(ik -k) E N. This suggests that we should look for linearly independent derivatives _¿('I), . . . , c~`> > such that Ek-1ik is minimal. They can be obtained inductively by defining i1 = 1, ik E N as the smallest number such that c( 'k ) (a) is linearly independent of c('1>(a), . . ., (a) (2 < k < m) . That they minimize Ek-1ik for each j(1 <_ j < m) can be seen by looking at a different sequence 1 <_ il < < ií .
where the vectors c('k ) are independent . If k is the first index with ik 7É ik then by construction ik < ik and we can replace one of the derivatives c ('k) , . . . , c~'> by c'k without destroying the linear independence [1, p. 102] . Hence was not minimal. Thus we conclude that p.i = Ek-1(ik -k) is the first number such that some DP,' does not vanish. Therefore the first non-vanishing derivatives of G; are G~Zp' 1 as long as j < n and j < m resp. GP^for j = m = n .
Especially G, # 0 . During the proof we introduced the numbbes pi(a) E No which denote half of the (resp. the full) multiplicity of a as zero of G; for 1 < n (resp . j = n) if G; 56 0. We also use the convention po = 0. (The empty product is taken to be 1.) . Then we compute every Gj(c) whose value is unchanged if we add a multiple of one occuring derivative to another . This leads to Gj (c) = Ihirc~~~-°) which is easily seen to be G;(1 _< j < n-1) . Moreover
Gn(c) = II~-i K~-°is analytic, has the same absolute value as Gn and the two coincide at a . Hence Gn(c) = Gn (notice that Gn :~0 at a unless Gn -0) . This proof shows that, in principle, we continued the functions tc ; analytically to all of I. This was also done in [4] but only for curves in R 3 by different methods . The disadvantages of these continued functions K ; are that their computation is involved and that their signs depend on the orientation of the Frenet-vectors j1 , . . . , e , . This was incorporated in our choice of the functions e j (t) .
5 . Our invariants G; are not only easy to compute, but do not depend on arbitrary normalizations and do still furnish a complete system of invariants for analytic curves . Furthermore they occur in natural connection with the geometric concept of the dimension of the curve c. E.g. plane curves are characterized by Gi -0 (dm >_ 3) and straight lines in R 3 possess the invariants G1 -1, G 2 -0, G3 = 0.
That our considerations cannot be transferred to C°°-curves is demonstrated by the curves (t, e -1 / t2 , 0) t 7É 0 71 t > 0
71
They are not linked by a rigid motion, since 7 1 has dimension 2, but -¿2 has dimension 3. Yet the corresponding functions G,,, coincide for all m E N and t E R, and the same is true for a and r whose limits at t = 0 exist. I would like to thank K. Nomizu whose stimulating article [3] roused my interest in these questions and W.B. Jurkat whose comments were of great help when I prepared this article . 
